
Chapter 1 

—MarK 

 

My soul still in Spain, spinning in vain veins, I wondered; magically, I wandered; waving my 

wand; waxing and waning; explaining my sanity. I was equivocating, not quite acquitted; trying to 

quit and make my exit, while searching for something that wasn’t there. There comes a time when 

one zeroes in on the fact that one has to leave in the fall, though. By design, I was being-toward-

nothingness; consciousness of absence appears as a necessary pre-condition of presence, which 

dictates tomorrow—logic by binary. By Mary! Some people and places are best left dismembered; 

unremembered fractions of a whole decimal December.   

Out of all the places along the circumference of the globe, I would have never expected to turn 

around and see three sixty—curse this circus—the wind spins full circle: the ghost of Mad Mark 

outside a cervecerìa in Madrid. OK, But I did. Did I? At a loss for words, I could only see backwards, 

and it all read the same. Meeting him here was a wake-up call. I looked him in his pale green eyes: 

Sir, I…mid-tenth gin… otitis. Sit. I, tonight, net dim iris.   

I was surprised by being; usurped by the phantasmagorical—fanning mystical music. I shouldn’t 

have been. Mark, borne out of some effervescent mist, glowing like distant embers, disembarked 

from his phantom ark. I sought to sink his ship of fools – trap: as fools drown in words, loofs apart.  He 

had sent me his itinerary, but I disposed of it long ago. It was a go: a game; if and only if I could 

finally dispose of him—too long had I been vexed by his ghost.  

When I saw him, the first thing I thought was: I wanted to: Iran. No, I wanted to hide—but he 

would find me—in a cliff off the coast of Portugal, safe and anonymous, in an inconsequential cave 

of rock. No, I wanted to run to Iraq because I knew that might very well be the only place on earth 

to which he would never go.  

Beneath the surface, he is a coward; he doesn’t have what it takes to do his job. He is a 

ubiquitous prick in my abdomen: a spear that will never disappear; plunged into my side; dictating 

my destiny; a thistle or a thorn slowly disclosed beneath a petal on a rose. I rose to shake his spear-

like hand. He is the type who doesn’t smoke, but once spoke of blowing smoke rings in Death’s 

face. But when facing him finally, flicking his butt and running. But when?  

Here he is again, but not for a loss or a gain; only pain – blocking oxygen to the brain like a mad 

drab bard dam. I succumbed to the sin of absinthe, amber ambrosia also, to revel in the liberation of 



libations. Candor: can opener can open Pandora’s door. Es la hora. We discourse. Stay the course. I 

drink another cervesa—a Mahou.  

He wastes no time—time wasting us both—in inviting himself to venture with me down to 

Villarobledo (Albacete), where I am destined for a tasting the following day. He respectfully accepts 

his own invitation, and I think of when I respectfully declined his invitation to celebrate his 

thirteenth birthday. Thirteen sideways is the evil half of infinity—Lilly’s breasts abreast; infernal 

number numbing, nailing, sailing, mailing—RSVP. I  most respectfully returned the ticket.  

“That’s the setting of Don Quixote,” He said. 

Mark drops some Euros on the table and says, “I got this, old buddy. No responsibilities for the 

rest of the weekend, and I run into you. What are the chances?” What is chance? Chance is a 

whimsical romance between particles in love and flux. Who is this spectral Chancellor? Lore, 

nothing more: the shadow of myself lured by death, perhaps; an apparition—a vision, no, I Siva—it’s 

the murdered Mark. I murdered Mark, cut him up into nine pieces, and buried him beneath Devil’s 

Ditch on Strap-Pi Peninsula. Insular existence! Now he’s back to exact his revenge – to haunt and 

taunt me.  

What were the chances of him living down the hill when were boys? What were the chances of 

Mark moving in right across the hall in college? Just a second, Chance; but seconds stop for no one, 

not even Chance. None, not this time, but he did and he was there. He was always there. There and 

fucking up my whole life; there and fucking my wife. 

“So you’re probably spoiled from southern France, yeah? That why you’re drinking beer? How 

does it compare to here, the wine, I mean?” He says. I complain and hope it will drive him away. 

Yahweh, chew hay. “Not a bad life you lead. Do you want some cheese with your whine?” He says, 

sardonically, and laughs like I have never heard that before. He begins blabbering. I turn my head. 

There’s no cream in my espresso, so I want to decapitate the waiter. Latrō myriad. Dairy, mortal. 

Mortality, dare he wait on death? 

 “…and so you see, many people state it as being a completely positive experience, that is, if you 

are a positive person and have a positive state of mind. And this, according to the findings of recent 

research, partially provides a rational explanation for near death experiences. In the final stages of 

life, the brain releases a certain chemical…”  

Maybe if I ignore him he will cease to exist but that’s rude and impolite and ungrateful, and no 

I’m not an ingrate. Show some civility, Adam. 

“Four–nil. Barça,” I say.  

We used to take walks in the park close to our house. “Mark, burn up,” I would say (he lived 

down the hill), but I usually didn’t have to say it. He would burn up on his bike, and he would be 

there. Here, coffee, no tea. There, where we used to ride bikes in the park, stop by the Strap-pi 

Peninsula “Dead Daedalus”—nine pip parts—to poke dead pigeons there with a stick. Four gone to the 

phlegathon. We wouldn’t stay around for very long; he couldn’t stand the sight of death. I thought I 

could. We would try to figure out the cause of death and discover.  

The oblique world around us: A place, a park, where we rode down a narrow dirt road all the 

way to Devil’s Ditch, past Devil’s Ditch, to the three logs and a stream. With proper acceleration, I 

could clear the stream every single time. Idl’ Avivs – time dilates, non-set, a lid emits Vivaldi. Mark 



couldn’t. Sweat was streaming down his face from the summer sun, but it was now won; shaded by 

the trees. Back to the presence—Barça, log a gol. Back to the absinthe—You had to hit the last log 

just right; right when you hit the last log and left the ground, you had to pull up on the handle 

bars—oscillate metallic, so you would soar. Back to Devil’s Ditch. Do I dare go down it this time?  

We never stood still. We never sat. Still more power in standing. Perhaps Death couldn’t stand 

the sight of us. While we stood, we would estimate how long the carcasses had been rotting. They 

were always infested with ants. And I can’t stand ants. Stuck in a trance – nothing ever stops,… spots. 

I snap back into Mark’s presence, which pans past to present and bleeds into one. Just another victim 

of Fortuna’s wheel. Spin war, Devil; never odd or even – live draw, nips. I knew I needed something new. 

Recently, I confess, I have lost all hedonic capacity; even though my job is a dream. Finding a 

new metaphor is such a chore—a chocolate cherry aftertaste; pairs well with pears; flares up on the 

palette. I really don’t expect to find good wine in some small ghost town in southern Spain. I wasn’t 

looking forward to having to write the article. 

Most wouldn’t even read it: They would use it to start a fire in their fireplaces in places like 

Schenectady, New York, if they even subscribed. I couldn’t even subscribe the divorce document. 

The lawyer, who was already in an awkward situation, looked at me; and he was probably thinking, 

“Ok, then,” when he said, “Sign here”; and I didn’t sign there because I was not myself. The sign 

held no signified.  

My pen hit the page and the ink leaked; it was as if my life were leaking from the pen to the page. 

Gap. It began to clot into a puddle. Someone in the lobby was wearing her perfume. I knew before I 

even walked in that I wasn’t going to follow through. I stood up, outside the context of this text, 

confounded by the present, tense, numbing sensation that was dulling the vision of my future-past 

apparition, and walked outside. It rains. The predictive part of me could not foresee the trap of this 

predicament: no predicate. 

I am where I do not think. I cannot omit the malocchio, yet, I doubt that I maim. I am I. I am, 

therefore, forced to take a tire-iron, a sledgehammer, and shatter grammar in an emancipation 

proclamation addressed to the unseen tyranny of Evil itself. 

 



Chapter 2 

 

Mad am I, I’m Adam. I met Lilly at a dam while on a walk. There was a time when we were in 

love and indefatigable. I thought so at the time. I think we both thought we would never grow up. 

We would leave for the beach to make love and melt into one under the moonlight. Lilly would lie 

there on the wet sand in a bikini, and I would slide the lower half down to her ankles – soft sand 

grains would stick to our backs, as we rolled down the beach. Salt water would slither, foam up to 

our feet, freeze our toes; blue crests crash, splash; her long eyelashes flash to the rhythm of our own 

crash—fire extinguished at last—rash passion to ash. Left only was the silence and the sonorous 

chirping of crickets at dawn. 

The streetlight refracts off the wine glasses creating a prism-like aura. As I squint, waves of light 

bounce off glasses, my glass, and land in my left eye. I said to him, “Sure, come along, why not?” 

Bar none, it’s time to leave for an oxygen bar. As I reach into my pocket, I realize I’ve spent my taxi 

fare. Well, I have to meet someone, I tell him. “Well, fair enough,” he says. “Farewell,” is my reply. I 

must get away even if he won’t stay away. Escape like a prism-break. A specter, he vanishes. Into the 

throng. As I walk away, I turn my head around, and he is gone. 

The light fires like arrows in rows, as I move sideways, wayside, and run down the narrow 

sidewalk. I wonder if the prostitute is already there. “To times!” I cheer, raising my glass. Two times. 

Two times two, too many times be four; two more before tomorrow. I need to breathe, and I need 

fresh air. Erupt pure air. The sidewalk sparkles underneath my feet with each step. I step: right, left, 

flash, right, light, left. Only streetlight light is left. I lung for the lamp with my palm—they seem the 

same, and I think I will fall backward. For lack of words, forward, I brace myself, spinning round 

and round the lamp; centrifugal force threatening to launch me into the street.  

I see spinning, and more light lands in my eye. I am spinning to the left, counterclock—

unwise—trying to defy time. As I release the lamp, I catapult forward, legs eventually catching up. I 

feel light-headed, heading down the silver sidewalk. I want to sit down. Two hands on a garbage 

can—I think of Lilly—it burns, raw organic acid, and makes me furious. Here, my left ear hears 

ringing. As my stomach convulses, the ringing becomes singing; singeing my ears with an 

unpleasant, dissonant, and diminished tritone chant. I writhe as if hit with an electric shock. I shake 

and gag. 64:45. The odious chord is gone – octagon and pentagon. Two more blocks. Two on the 

clocks. Two too many blocks. A parked car blocks my path, and it runs into me. I think of Mark—

his pathological lying with Lilly.  

The world spins, and I fall backwards onto the hood of the car, arms Y-shaped behind my head, 

just looking upward, staring at the stars; but there is only blackness. Myriads of interconnected 

constellations, but I can’t even see them now because of the light pollution. I’m not yet in southern 

France. My lids blanket my eyes. I despise lies. Mark was revolting and made me revolt against 

myself. I wanted to smash something – not deserving it! It, being, not a real predicate.  



Mark was covering terrorist activity in Spain. I could see feigned pain on his face when he told 

me of the time he saw the suicide bomber at a reb mob. Better them than him, he said. So close, just 

across the street, he saw the bomber run into the bank and blow up. I didn’t believe Mark, but he 

said the head rolled. It rolled right up to his feet and stopped. It was no pigeon in a park. I bet ‘e ran. 

He said the neck was chafed and the spine was exposed—crimson—cracked cranium; veins hanging 

out of the neck, eyes rolled back in the head, looking up toward Valhalla; where he thought he was 

and could be, but Mark would never know. No one would ever know. True terror, I thought, was 

the truth.   

There are four flavors of fresh oxygen at the bar. Slap. The pain is tingling: it feels like a 

thousand ants are crawling up my leg to devour my decaying flesh in a painting. I, lad, am a Dali. I 

savor the oxygen – a taste cold and calming like an ocean. I need to wake up before my own wake. I 

need to be refreshed before my flesh completely decays. I need a fresh start. I start to suck through 

the tubes tucked underneath my nose, and it tastes fresh and pure.  

Hell, it was my idea in the first place. Though, we both thought monogamy was a joke. When 

the divorce rate rose, we laughed. We laughed at couples that used terms of endearment and 

pretended to be in love. We secretly laughed at the marriage vows that they would make at their 

weddings, under oath. Lilly could be with someone else right now. I pictured her face at the height 

of her pleasure. 

Which witches really were witches burned at Salem?. When put to the test, we both sank. We 

never made rules—both ruling equally. There’s never any line and nothing to cross, yet I am still 

cross. It was ages ago. No one knew but me. And so far, I’ve gotten away scot-free.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

 

The spinning suddenly stops, and I can breathe again. I wake up. Up on the second floor of the 

bar. Twenty minutes passed. I didn’t pass out. I think I will before I taste purity. Now I know what I 

want. I want to raise something other than a white flag: A son perhaps. I want to leave something 

behind that might last after I am gone. We were here just last night after the Discoteca. She knew 

my hotel and room number. Le Dije lo mismo. 

I can see straight, and I go straight back to the Hotel after the spinning is over. Over past la calle 

roja, the street moves behind me, the doors open automatically, the hall moves past, the elevator 

elevates me to the third floor. I am almost to my room. I slide the card or the card slides itself into 

the slot, and I am there. She isn’t, but I don’t care. Leaving the door open, because, just in case. My 

clothes don’t come off, so I fall over on the bed, and it is black again as I try imagine prenatal non-

existence. 

My clothes are off when she wakes me up. I know I’m not going to make love and melt into one 

under the moonlight. “Time to fuck, busy night,” she says in Spanish. I don’t understand much 

Spanish, but I am up and we fuck and fuck. I don’t want to go, but she is sending me to a false god. 

Adios. Again. Two times. Tomorrow. Adios. Like it never happened – like we never were. I wish I 

knew her name – named something, not like Lilly, like Spain. Yes, No, I really want to stop but that 

smell stops me. Not enough time; I want to stop and smell (Rosa! That’s her name); but life happens 

too fucking fast; and now her face morphs into lilies. A flashback, and I am back on the beach. Lilly 

is watching me, but I can’t stop. “Sabroso, rico, caliente,” she says. Her legs clasp around my waist as a 

brief flash of white light consumes my vision.  

The next day I wake up, and she is gone. A Dios; to God. I decide to kill my consciousness, the 

only instrument of torture that is left. I grab the proper, green spirit to my left. I furiously open it, 

pouring the poisonous elixir down, as I stand up, standing, until it is empty. I smash it on the wall of 

the room. It shatters. I laugh while kicking the shattered pieces. I can’t stop laughing; and I fall back 

on the bed, staring at the ceiling as it starts to spiral. I am horrified – ears ringing again from The 

Tritonus. I start screaming, but I can’t escape. I start stopping, and my eyes glaze over. Lying there, 

my lids blanket my eyes, and I drift off thinking about lilies and lies. 

In a landscape of what seems to be a dreamscape, I am standing to the left, pondering the 

paradoxical. I wanted to make a statement, but I didn’t know what I meant to state; neither was I 

aware of meaning in this state. I am waving in the wind like a white flag; battered in a bout; hitting 

the wall; about to finally fall. In that moment, I can’t stand mankind. Damn ants. I think I smell 

Lilly’s perfume. I run out of the hotel naked and fully exposed like I had been at birth.   

I meet Mark in the square, and he shoots me that stygian smile. The eyes in his severed head are 

panning; I see red checkered spots popping and snapping behind him like a whip. Spots & spans; 

snaps & stops. Out damn spots. I hear laughter. His body is ablaze. Intuitively, I sense I’ve reached 



the point of no return; that I will never again be able to turn back to words, or backwards; that 

there’s a river behind my back; that I will be perpetually stuck in the horror. The whore is no more. 

Es la hora. My heart is racing – I panic at the thought of being forever severed from time and space. 

Stay focused: it’s not real. But it is there, and I worry that it will always be there. Maybe it’s a sign.  

“Sign here, Adam. Please, I don’t have time for this,” said the lawyer.  

“Married bachelors can’t file for a divorce with death,” says Mark.  

I notice he has a cyst on his wrist. It is growing and spreading all over his body in a sick cyclical 

motion. There is no cure for cancer, and I know he is already dead—I feel like I am dying—and he 

is trying to spread his disease and bring me down with him. He is bloated now. A bubble of 

grotesque human cancer. I am dodging scythes, right, and left, and death, and right, and whizz. 

Almost took my head off. No, it’s still there. Laugh. Lilly. Laugh. Cancer isn’t contagious, but he is. 

Two is such a terrifying number. I only wanted one.  

I left, leaving no mark, my soul still in its pain. 

 

 

 

—W  

 


